Uniform

Students are required to have full scrubs with an OHSU patch (patches available at the WOU Bookstore) on the right upper sleeve, a ¾ length (mid-thigh) white lab coat, appropriate shoes, and a watch with a second’s indicator. Footwear must be clean with closed toes and heels. White and leather are preferred, but solid color athletic shoes with discreet trim may be worn. Other neutral colors such as tan, brown, gray or black are also acceptable. Socks or stockings must be worn.

In Monmouth, the scrubs color is dark green (depending on the vendor, the color could be called Forest Green, Spruce, or another name).

http://scrubsandbeyond.com (Life Uniform) This store is located in the Lancaster Mall in Salem, Oregon. However, you can also purchase scrubs online. Located at: 831 Lancaster Dr. NE, Suite 225, Salem, OR 97301.

http://www.scrubmed.com This is a local company. It is considerably more expensive, but can do custom alterations. You can choose the V-neck or Women's V-Poc scrub top, either the drawstring or elastic waist pants, and the ROM Lab Coat. The scrubs should be forest green, and the lab coat white.

Note: The OHSU patch (available at WOU Bookstore) may be sewn onto the upper right sleeve of the scrubs, or students may buy Velcro and sew the Velcro to your scrubs so that the patch can be removed and used on multiple sets of scrubs.